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Paceline
Safety and the Wabash River
Cycle Club
As most of you know June saw a couple
of bad bike accidents, one that sent a rider
to the hospital with fractures of his left
shoulder, scapula and collarbone and 5 ribs,
plus a collapsed lung. The other (a week
later) wasn’t quite so bad but also involved
broken bones and a hospital visit. Besides
these two, we’ve also had a couple of dogrelated accidents.
What’s to be done? I want to propose
some best practices aimed at helping us
ride more safely—and I think they can
help us go to the next level as a cycling
club. Let me start out by saying, I think
there’s a lot to admire about the WRCC:
we hold lots of rides every week, aimed
at people of different degrees of strength,
competence and experience. We’ve done
some significant outreach with our New
Rider Callouts, Brian Slick’s beginner’s boot
camp, Gary’s and Dennis’s frequent E and
N-S rides, and the women’s rides (Laura
Furey’s idea, carried out this year by me
and Brittany Huff, with help from several
experienced cyclists).
But we can and should do a whole lot
more to make riding around Lafayette
safe and fun. I’m thinking about what I
say before the women’s group takes off

We Still Need Some of You!

Thanks to everyone who has already signed up to help
with our Wabash River Ride.The early signup has been
great. For those of you who are still thinking about how
you want to help and for those new members who are
not sure what the Wabash River Ride is all about, go to
page 6 to see where we still need you to volunteer and
an explanation of some of the FUN tasks. Thanks so
much for being part of our great Wabash River Ride.

on Wednesday evenings, and trying to come up with a clear,
memorable, cogent suggestion about how we can ride more
safely and practice a new skill or two that will help all of us
be better cyclists. A recent such suggestion was to learn to
ride a straight line. It’s pretty easy to practice: when there’s a
shoulder line painted on the road, you can watch and see how
well you’re able to keep a straight, consistent line. And it’s a
fundamental skill to becoming a predictable, safe cyclist: it’s
continued on page 3
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Ask Rufus Jr.
In memory of Col. Jerry Sherrill, I offer my services for a
very small, inconsequential fee. Please send your queries
to the esteemed editor of this publication. All concerns
seriously considered.
✺ Rufus Roughhouse, Jr.

The Great Outdoors.
Dear Rufus,
My wife is planning a bikepacking trip next month
and insists that I come along. How can I possibly survive
without my recliner and TV? I'll mostly likely need a
cooler for beer and maybe a few other essentials from
the man cave as well. What is the best way for me to
haul everything? Do you think a new bike is in order?
What kind? What gearing will I need? I'm sure to have
some huge hills that need to be climbed.

—Huffin’ and puffin’

Dear H and P,
Wow you act like she is asking for your manhood or
something. You can do one of three things… (1) Rent a
motor home with all the accoutrements you demand from
your man cave and SAG for your wife, thereby being
“with” her as well as helping her. (2) Get the old riding
lawn mower out (I’ll bet you have one) and attach a small
wagon to haul your beer, nachos, TV, grill and your own
tent because it’s my guess that is where you will be
sleeping. (3) You could go down to Hodson’s Bay and talk
to Dan about a nice touring bike with a triple crank for
those big hills.
Seriously, bike packing is really fun and so flexible
in speed and destination. My best advice is be prepared,
which means educate yourself on what to take and what not
to take. (I have a friend who sent home four books after
his first day on the road). Good luck and happy trails.

✺ Rufus Jr.

Novice (less than 11 mph)
MTB & Gravel Road
Touring & Camping
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Paceline • Safety and the Wabash River Cycle
Club
continued from page 1

easier to stay out of the way of traffic when you
negotiate busy roads (very useful in Florida or
on Boulder Canyon Road, btw). You can ride in
a group without worrying that you’ll veer into
another rider’s path, or someone will do this to
you. And when you do want to move over to pass
someone or to get out of the way of a car that’s
passing, you do that intentionally, looking first
and letting other riders know that you’re changing
position.
Certainly we can all think of basic safetyrelated skills and rules of the road, but the larger
point is how we can teach and instill safe practices
in groups of all levels. Recently a friend told me
about dropping in on a few rides with a bike club
in another city, and how he was struck by joining
a B-level rider where it was instantly apparent that
everyone was following a well-understood set of
rules of the road regarding drafting. If someone
didn’t seem to know what the prevailing pattern
was, they were instantly reminded or instructed.
The ride worked extremely well: riders were
drafting effectively; they all knew where they
needed to be, they knew how to ride close to the
person’s wheel in front of them without being
dangerous, and they knew how the group rotated
through drafting, to moving up to lead the group,
to signaling that they were ready to hand off the
lead to the next person or pair, to moving safely
and predictably back down the line while the next
person or pair moved up to start leading.
By contrast, we don’t do this, or at least, we
don’t do it consistently and predictably. In groups
where riders are drafting, one or two riders tend
to sit on the front for long period of time (like 20
minutes) while everyone else gets a free ride. We
don’t expect and anticipate that every rider who’s
participating in the paceline will take his or her
turn at the front, and (partly as a consequence)
we don’t know how to hand off the lead smoothly
and safely. We bumble and slap out butts and drift
toward the back, sometimes along the center line,
sometimes along the right side of the road, but
without a clear grasp of which is the correct side
to drift back on when we’re relinquishing the lead.
It’s not systematic or predictable, and no one is
sure what the script is. We don’t know how to
swap off in a way that every person participating
in the group understands and knows how to do.
It’s like we’re trying to ride like the big kids--like
my friend told me about--but without the skills to
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do so.
About 5 years ago, Dean tried a weekly ride
that was aimed at helping people learn to draft
effectively. He’d explain a rotation he wanted
us to work on (and yes, there are several ways to
draft, depending on the speed and direction of the
wind and the size of the group), and he’d have
us practice. It was remarkably exhausting work,
because we had to stay focused the whole time,
and we ended up riding significantly faster than
we would have if we hadn’t been drafting. It was
also a very gratifying to feel like there were skills
that we could learn to use more proficiently that
would help us ride in a group more safely and
with less effort. One thing we have in abundance
in Indiana are days when it’s windy, where
drafting and group riding skills are helpful. We
can learn to do this well, and be like the club that
John told me about.
However, there’s an issue with all of this:
many folks, especially those in the C and faster
groups, think they already know how to draft.
Period. Nothing to learn, no problems to iron
out, “oh sure, I know how to draft.” What follows
from this is a tad bit of defensiveness about what
the rules are, teaching and reinforcing them, and
helping everyone gain in predictability and safety.
But the dangerous riding situations we encounter
in faster groups are often related to not using
pacelines well. (I’m assuming that for club rides,
the primary aim is going to be working well as
a group, not pushing the pace or trying to drop
slower riders. So bear this in mind: other groups
will sometimes have other purposes.)
Knowing how to ride directly in back of the
bike in front and not hit their wheel is a start, and
an important one; but being able to ride close
together safely is greatly enhanced when we
practice paceline riding and reinforce the rules
of the group-cycling road. Generally speaking,
we need to practice paceline riding a bit more
democratically. This means that strong riders
will not hang out on front for 5 miles at a time,
but rotate through the paceline so that everybody
takes a turn leading, and knows where to go and
how to get there once she or he is done pulling.
This is important for 2 reasons: first, taking
turns pulling is a lot less exhausting than staying
up front for a long stretch, and second, it helps
everyone learn to be proficient to in this basic
skill.
continued on page 4
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Paceline • Safety and the Wabash River Cycle
Club
continued from page 3

Nitty gritty stuff that no one talks about: There
are multiple kinds of pacelines. I’m going to
mention 4, and refer to websites where you can
see exactly how they work.
1. Single paceline, everyone lined up straight
back (good for headwinds). We generally rotate
to the left on these (the person who has been
leading indicates that she’s pulling off, and moves
slightly toward the middle of the road while
slowing down; the next person pulls into the lead
while she drifts to the back and takes her place
behind the last rider).
2. Double paceline, everyone lined up straight
back (good for headwinds). The pair that’s
leading signals that they’re done with a turn, and
each moves to the outside and allows the double
paceline to move up the middle. The just-rotatedoff lead pair takes their place at the back of the
line.
3. Echelon: essential for crosswinds, all
the riders are offset slightly to the side like geese
flying south for the winter, shielding themselves
from the wind. Not sure which way the wind is
coming from? Pay attention to where you feel the
wind on your face or your arms; you can usually
tell. If worse comes to worse, follow others’
cues. Notice that this paceline has a tricky rule
about handing off the lead: the lead rider always
pulls off INTO the wind. This way, the advancing
riders get a little more protection from the wind
as the leader rotates off, and we avoid the mess
of drifting back into a echelon that’s spread out
to try to avoid the wind. I recommend using this
as a single paceline—but it may only fit 4 riders
onto the half of the road we have available to
ride. For larger groups where the echelon is too
long to fit the width of the road, we may need to
form a second (and 3rd and 4th) echelon, each of
which will rotate independently of one another.
See this website for more info/explanation:
http://www.veloclub.org/pacelines-101.html; for
a good visual, see p 7 of this pdf: http://www.
pearlandcyclingclub.org/safety-SpaceCity.pdf
4. Rotating paceline: this version of a
double paceline is constantly rotating, faster riders
up the right, slowing slightly as they move to the
left side. Personally, I think this is not so swell an
approach, as it’s very dynamic and hard to stay
on top of, and I think most riders want to spend
4
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a little more time up front and not be quite so
pressed to pay constant attention to the line. But
see this great utube of such a line, which is great
for high performance, fast riders: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=mhI8gWurWNQ
Some of you who’ve stuck with this article are
probably thinking, “what about me? I’m not
interested in riding in a paceline, I just want to
go out with friends, and have a nice chat while
we ride along! How about safety from my
perspective?” I think every one of us can benefit
from the following guidelines:
· Ride predictably: keep your speed even/
constant, and your line straight.
· Don’t cross wheels with other riders: this is
pretty likely to lead to crashes.
· Communicate: point out obstacles on the
road, signal changes in direction, tell the group if
you’re having a tough time with the pace/would
like to slow it down, tell people when you’re
passing them (“on your left” and “on your right”
are pretty standard, but avoid passing others on
their right, as the convention is to pass on the left).
· Keep your bike in good repair and carry
the necessary items to fix a flat on the road
(spare tube, CO2 cartridge, small pump, perhaps
tire levers).
· Make safety your cardinal value: pay
attention to where you are with respect to other
riders, don’t overlap wheels with the person
in front of you, look for upcoming issues and
dangers ahead, and always check for traffic before
crossing intersections.
· Take care of one another: if you ride with
care and compassion, people will show that to you
too.
There will always be some people whose wheel
you don’t want to ride on, and others whom
you would trust with your life. Learn to be the
second kind of rider: riding in groups is inherently
dangerous, and we need to practice our skills and
communicate our expectations to all who join us
for rides.
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Do your part to make cycling safer in our club:
learn the drafting patterns and reinforce them on
our rides. If you’re a ride leader, explain the wind
conditions riders are likely to encounter. Tell your
group what drafting pattern to use, and explain
how to signal when you’re rotating off the lead
and how to drop back. Keep it simple so people
learn the rules and learn them well. If you don’t
know these skills well, learn them (start with the
websites below, and practice).
Here are 3 websites that give useful tips about
paceline riding. Explore them, and share others
with the club as you discover them.
http://www.veloclub.org/pacelines-101.html
(Janesville, WI bike club)
http://www.bicycling.com/training/fitness/9paceline-rules (cycling magazine)
http://www.pearlandcyclingclub.org/safetySpaceCity.pdf (Pearland, TX bike club-near
Houston)

✺ Pat
Remember your
10% Club Discount at

Hodson’s Bay Company
on the Levee
Your local source for
everything cycling & fitness

Affiations

Adventure Cycling Association

BrickWell
Cycling Tips

Health & Fitness

Don’t Forget The Sunscreen
Here are 10 safeguards against
damaging rays:
1. The sun causes 80% of premature skin
aging. So, proper sun protection can be one of
the best defenses against wrinkles.
2. Beware sneaky places that you might not
expect to get sun such as the skin exposed by
holes in the back of gloves, the backs of your
calves, the back of your neck. Does that old
jersey have tears in it? Surprisingly your skin
can get burnt there. Protect all these exposed
areas with sun block.
3. Are you bald? If you use a helmet that’s full
of ventilation holes, make sure you apply
sunscreen or wear a cycling cap underneath
your lid to save your head.
4. Sunglasses can reflect a lot of light toward
your nose, so protect your beak with an extrahigh-SPF sunscreen.
5. If your arms are extra sensitive, consider
wearing a long-sleeve white jersey.
6. At higher altitudes there’s increased
exposure to UV rays so use more sun
protection.
7. Keep in mind that heavy sweating can
wash away even supposedly waterproof sport
sunscreens. You’ll need to reapply regularly.
8. Be sure to treat your ears with sunscreen,
too, because depending on your hair length,
they could be constantly exposed.
9. Always carry sunscreen with you on rides so
you can apply as needed.
10. If you ride a lot in the sun, about once
a year, get a dermatological check-up so a
professional can check how your skin is doing
and advise you.
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Wabash River Ride 2017
Making Plans
and
Need Your Help

One of the signature items
of the Wabash River Ride
is our great selection of
HOME BAKED cookies
- yum! Food is a very
important part of this ride.
Last year, the cookie
selection was fantastic.
Let’s do it again in 2017!
Everyone’s help is
essential. Please plan
to bake at least a double
batch of your favorite
cookies (usually 6 to 10
dozen, more if they’re
small).
You can prepare them a
few weeks in advance.
Just throw them in the
freezer.
More to come about cookie
drop off plans.

6
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WABASH RIVER RIDE 2017 • SATURDAY • AUGUST 26

Martin Rossmann

Everyone Needs
to Bake!

We Will Need YOU!!
It takes an enormous effort to sponsor a cycling event like the
Wabash River Ride, and for that reason, all WRCC members are
asked to contribute to making the WRR both memorable and,
above all, safe, for all participants.
Where we will need volunteers:
• Mobile SAG drivers (AM and PM shift)
• SAG Stop Help at Cicott
• SAG Stop Help at Carbondale
• SAG Stop Help at Fountain
• SAG Stop teardown
• Help serve lunch
If you have detailed questions about various jobs, contact
Dennis Figueroa (dennishelpme@gmail.com).
Start thinking about what you would like to do to help and
sign up on signupgenius for a job and the fun time of working
at the Wabash River Ride. Thanks.
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Are you riding the Amishland & Lakes ride on July 29?
Then you are invited to dinner on Friday night
at the home of Brent & Marti Gutwein on nearby Klinger Lake

located half way between Sturgis and White Pigeon, MI - 10 miles from Sturgis.
They will grill chicken and/or brats. If you can, bring a side dish to share.

Please contact Marti for RSVP and directions at
martigutwein@gmail.com

2017 Amishland & Lakes, July 29
WHERE: The Amishland and Lakes bike tour, sponsored by the Michiana Bicycle Association (MBA) is
headquartered on the campus of Lakeland High School which is located in the city of LaGrange, Indiana.
LaGrange is located on State Road 9 eight miles south of the Howe-Sturgis interchange (exit 121) of the
Indiana Toll Road (I80/90).
WHEN: Packet pickup and day-of registration opens at 6:00 am on Saturday July 29th. The ride offically
starts at 7:00 am.
ROUTES: Riders will have a choice of 22, 38, 52, 67, or 100 miles over smooth, quiet lightly traveled
roads with few hills. The 67 and 100 mile routes pass by Shipshewana. The 52, 67 and 100 mile routes
loop through the lake filled scenic countryside around Wolcottville.
MAPS: The ride maps are in color with a high level of road detail. The maps are supplemented with
downloadable cue sheets, GPX Track files (GPS route data) and TCX Course files (GPS route data).
Printed maps will be provided at registration. The cue sheets, GPX and TCX files must be downloaded.
2017 route maps, cue sheets, SAG distances and GPS files will be available here in early July.
FACILITIES: Indoor restrooms will be available at the High School. Indoor showers will be available for
all riders after the ride. Porta Potty will be available at each SAG stop.
AFTER RIDE MEAL: A free post-ride meal will be served at Lakeland High School after the ride. Food
service will start at 1:00 pm and end at 4:00 pm. If you are riding a longer distance make sure you start
early enough to return to the HS by 4:00 pm. The menu will include Pulled Pork Sandwiches, a number
of side dishes, drinks and desert. There will also be a vegetarian option.
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Summer Fun!

Brookston Sunday Morning Ride

Women’s Ride

Horsey Hundred
8
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Back Just in Time!!!

Melissa’s Rob Roy Covered Bridge Ride
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continued on page 10
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Summer Fun
continued from page 9

Brian Slick’s Wabash River Ride Training Program

New Rider Callout

Pumpkinvine Ride

10
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Climbing Canyons near Boulder, Colorado

Pat at the top of Boulder Canyon.

Pat on the way up to a town called
Wondervu at the top of Coal Creek
Canyon.
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Kevin Johnston and Martin
Rossmann Riding in the Bicycle
Tour of Colorado

Pat and Kevin Johnston on Peak to
Peak Highway at about 9000 feet.
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Remember to Sign Up to Help at the Wabash River Ride
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WRCC Membership Form

Name		

Date

1. Return form & dues to:

Zip

Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

Address
City
Telephone (

State
)

Occupation

2. You may also pay your
dues conveniently and
securely with PayPal at
the WRCC Web site:

E-mail
Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.
Type of Membership

Average Speed

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

❏ I am willing to lead rides.

❏ Student. ................... $15
❏ Individual.................$20
❏ Family....................... $25

❏ 19–21+...........................A
❏ 17–19. ............................ B
❏ 15–17............................. C
❏ 13–15............................. D
❏ 11–13. .............................E
❏ 11 & under. ......Novice

Cycling Type

❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

www.wrcc-in.org
Check all
that apply.

Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana?
May we publish your name in our directory?

Yes ❏ No ❏
Yes ❏ No ❏

